NOVEMBER 11, 2015

2015 Call for Applications: Ph.D. in
Peace Studies

New Book Examines Conditions for
Lasting Peace

Apply by December 15 to earn a Ph.D. in
Peace Studies from the University of Notre
Dame. Students apply to one of 6 joint degree
programs: anthropology & peace studies,
history & peace studies, sociology & peace
studies, political science & peace studies,
psychology & peace studies, or theology &
peace studies. More »

After arms are laid down, what determines if
peace is to last? Peter Wallensteen's Quality
Peace: Peacebuilding, Victory & World
Order sets out to answer this question,
explaining what does and does not prevent
recurrent violence when ending conflicts.
"Peacebuilding aims to make the previous war
the final one," Wallensteen says. More »

New Slavery in the Global Economy
Wednesday, November 18
12:30 p.m., 1140 Eck Hall of Law
Kevin Bales, professor of contemporary slavery at the
Wilberforce Institute for the Study of Slavery and
Emancipation, will address the contemporary human trafficking
industry and the varied approaches to battling it. More »

Islamic States and International Law
Thursday, November 19
12:30 p.m., C103 Hesburgh Center
Hundreds of international agreements are signed each year, yet
Islamic states seem underrepresented. What implications does
this have for the peaceful resolution of disputes? Visiting
Research Fellow Barbara Koremenos will address this
question, connecting it to her research. More »

The Kroc Institute conducts research on strategies for sustainable peace and
supports undergraduate, master's, and Ph.D. students in peace studies.

kroc.nd.edu
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